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of the proposed article for publication in the magazines  

„Ingineria automobilului - rIA” and „Romanian Journal of Automotive Engineering - RoJAE” 

 

Reviewer: _______________________________________________________________ 

 from   _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Article title:  

 
 
 
 
 

The article complies the publication requirements regarding (will be completed by SIAR Office):  
- the name of the author(s) is complete (no abbreviations etc.):YES ░/ NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- it fully set forth diploma (professional) of the author (s):   YES ░/ NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- is presented the institution of which the author (s) belong: YES░ / NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- is presented the full address of the institution:  YES ░/ NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- is presented the e-mail of the author (s):   YES ░/ NO░ (check by SIAR) 

The article includes:  

- summary  :     YES░ / NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- key words  :     YES░ / NO░ (check by SIAR) 
- references  :      YES ░/ NO░ (check by SIAR) 

It will give score in the range of 0-5 (where 0 = unacceptable and 5 = excellent) the following criteria  

(Please read „Evaluation criterias” document, code CE_rIA_003/July 6, 20020):  
C1. Fundamental technical value  

C2. Creativity and Innovation 

C3. Experimental research/studies theoretical/analytical 

C4. Impact Level 

The final score report, an article may be in one of the following situations: 

≤ 18 Final score ≤ 20: Excellent, recommended for publication; 

≤ 14 Final score <18: Good, recommended for publication; 

≤ 8 Final score <14: Satisfactory, suitable for waiting; It will be published only when needed to 

complement the content of the magazine; It can be improved and evaluated again; 

<8: Unacceptable, recommended restoring article. 

Evaluation: 

Number and type of  the criterion 
Scores 
granted 

Observations 

C1.  Fundamental technical value   

C2. Creativity and Innovation   

C3. Experimental research/studies 
theoretical/analytical 

  

C4. Impact Level   

Total score   

Recommendation  

 
Reviewer’s signature: ..............................................................  Assessment's date: ....................... 


